
 
May 6, 2020 
 
To: Ken Baerenklau, Associate Provost 
 
From: Dylan Rodriguez, Senate Division Chair 
 
Re: [Campus Review] Proposed Agreement:  Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement 

(ILTI Agreement) 
 
Dear Ken, 
  
I am writing to provide the Senate’s consultation on the Re-submitted ILTI Agreement.  
Executive Council had an extensive discussion of this issue, and raised a number of concerns 
regarding effects (unintended and otherwise) on junior faculty.  Others on Council were confused 
as to why a special agreement is needed, since online courses are already being created by 
faculty.  A major area of concern regards the UC’s ownership of faculty-designed courses, since 
faculty overwhelmingly prefer to retain such ownership.  EC members were highly critical at the 
manner in which parts of the agreement are written and reiterated concerns about ownership of 
materials that have been included in classes.  Many members felt that assistance from a lawyer or 
legal academic/professional was required to fully analyze the risks and benefits of the ILTI 
Agreement. 
 
The attached documents provide significant feedback from Senate standing committees.  Please 
note the substantial concerns raised by CAP, CEP, CFW, Courses, and Graduate Council. 
 
We appreciate the consultation on this Agreement, given its far-ranging implications. 
  
  
Peace 
dylan 
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COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM 
 
 
April 10, 2020 
 
To:  Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 

Riverside Division of the Academic Senate 
 
From:  Dmitri Maslov, Chair  

Committee on Academic Freedom (CAF) 
 
Re:  19-20. CR.  Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement ILTI Agreement 
 
The Committee on Academic Freedom considered the document "19-20. CR.  Resubmission-UCR 
Online Course Agreement ILTI Agreement" submitted for a campus review on February 19, 2020.  
 
Previously, the Committee on Academic Freedom considered the proposed UCR Online Course 
Agreement (ILTI Agreement) submitted for Systemwide Review on October 3, 2019, and submitted 
its response on November 5, 2019. However, the initial set of documents missed the key document 
"2019 Draft UCR on-line course license  agreement", while containing some outdated materials 
instead.  These omissions were the cause of criticisms included in our original response. In particular, 
it was not clear which party owns the copyright to the on-line course and how the ownership is divided 
or transferred. The new submitted draft of the license agreement eliminates these concerns. The 
Committee opines that the proposed license proposal is acceptable, at least as far as Academic 
Freedom is concerned. The Committee does not have sufficient expertise to comment on other, more 
legalistic, aspects of this document. 
 
 
  



 

 

 
COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC PERSONNEL 
 

February 28, 2020 

 

To:  Dylan Rodriguez 
Riverside Division Academic Senate 

    
From:  Sherryl Vint, Chair  

Committee on Academic Personnel 
   
Re: Proposed Agreement: Resubmission‐UCR Online Course Agreement 

(ILTI Agreement) 
 
CAP discussed this revised proposal at its meeting on February 26, 2020. The Committee 
appreciates the clarification regarding ownership of the course material and that faculty 
will retain some rights over the material. The Committee is concerned, however, about the 
preamble to Attachment 3 (online course agreement template), specifically the discussion 
on p. 14 of the PDF regarding a requirement to offer the course a minimum of three times, 
“even if the faculty member or lecturer who developed the course can no longer teach it.” 
CAP continues to have concerns regarding how this requirement will be met while still 
respecting Senate members academic freedom in design and delivery of their courses. 
Specifically, while the Committee recognizes that all faculty have an obligation to 
contribute to the teaching mission of the university and their department, it also 
understands that Senate faculty members entered into employment with the University with 
the understanding that such teaching would be convention, face-to-face classroom 
teaching. Given the trend toward lower than average evaluation scores CAP has observed 
in hybrid and online courses, CAP remains concerned that a faculty member’s merit 
advance could be negatively affected by being compelled to teach an online course 
developed by someone else. 
 
 
 
 



 
March 10, 2020 
 
To: Dylan Rodríguez, Chair 
 Riverside Division 

From: Stefano Vidussi, Chair  
 Committee on Educational Policy 
 
Re: UCR Online Course Agreement for ILTI 
 
The Committee on Educational Policy (CEP) reviewed the UCR Online Course Agreement for ILTI at their 
March 6, 2020 meeting and noted concern that in general the agreement was not clear to understand.  
Specifically, the Committee noted the vagueness of the distinction in Section 1 – Intellectual Property 
Ownership – between the portion of the Course owned by the Contributor and the portion owned by 
the Regents (Items 1.1.1 and 1.1.2); as it stands it is not clear, for instance, whether video recording of a 
Contributor’s lecture done with Campus equipment is owned by one or the other.  Moreover, the 
Committee noted that that in the current version of the Agreement there is no stipulation that 
remuneration (monetary or otherwise) in case of repetition (without modification) of the Course at UCR 
(Item 2.2). This contrast with the original language of Item 2.2 in the September 14 draft where (albeit 
not quite transparently) it is stated that “Contributor shall also be entitled to a royalty share each time 
the Course is used for online credit bearing instruction in a manner that generates commercial revenues 
for The Regents, the amount of which will be determined between the Contributor and the offering 
campus.” Lack of such provision seems to indicate that the Campus may reiterate (for up to 6 years) a 
given Course without consent or compensation of the Instructor.  The Committee recommends that the 
agreement be revised so that it is clear to promote understanding by readers and provide clarity.   
 



 

 

 
COMMITTEE ON FACULTY WELFARE 
 

March 20, 2020 

 

To:  Dylan Rodriguez 
Riverside Division Academic Senate 

    
From:  Abhijit Ghosh, Chair  

Committee on Faculty Welfare 
   
Re: Proposed Agreement:  Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI 

Agreement) 
 
The Committee on Faculty Welfare (CFW) initially reviewed the proposed UCR Online 
Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) at its October 15, 2019 meeting. As the contents of 
the proposal submitted for rereview have not changed, the CFW reiterates the concerns 
expressed in its November 4, 2019 memo attached.   
 
 
 



 

 

 
COMMITTEE ON FACULTY WELFARE 
 

November 4, 2019 

 

To:  Dylan Rodriguez 
Riverside Division Academic Senate 

    
From:  Abhijit Ghosh, Chair  

Committee on Faculty Welfare 
   
Re:  Proposed Agreement: UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 
 
The CFW has discussed the proposed ILTI agreement in a meeting on Oct 15, 2019. The 
committee has found a number of major concerns in the proposed agreement. Overall, the 
proposed agreement seems to lack a number of important details. For example – how is 
the department involved in all these? Does teaching online courses count towards regular 
teaching load? Who owns the content after a stipulated number of offerings as per the 
agreement? What is the delivery system and how is the content protected? How would 
the current online and hybrid courses be handled in this new paradigm? 
 
Following are the major concerns: 

1. The agreement says that “the Contributor owns the portions of the Course 
created”. It is not clear who owns what part, or how that would be determined. 

 
2. Section 1.1.2: "The Regents owns the portions of the Course created by it". What 

exactly is meant by "it"; is it the vehicle of delivery, the monetary compensation, 
or some other factor? 

 
3. It is not clear what and how much each campus can transfer to the contributor for 

ownership of materials owned by the regents (with no explanation of what exactly 
is owned by The Regents). 

 
4. It appears that The Regents reserve absolute authority to distribute and modify as 

they may see fit, royalty free. The CFW thinks that such a wide-ranging blanket 
authority over the course materials by anyone other than the contributor may not 
protect the interest of the contributor (that is the faculty) and may alter the course 
content in a way not intended by the contributor. 

 
5. Copyright issues and related responsibilities are pushed entirely on the 

contributor. The Regents should share some responsibility and provide resources 
to make sure that the copyrights issues are taken care of while course is being 
developed. 

 
Finally, we recommend that any proposed agreement should be drafted in consultation 
with professional lawyers and most importantly faculty members who have already 
developed and taught online/hybrid courses in the UCR system. 



 

 

 
COMMITTEE ON DIVERSITY, EQUITY, AND INCLUSION 
 

February 28, 2020 

 

To:  Dylan Rodriguez 
Riverside Division Academic Senate 

    
From:  Xuan Liu, Chair  

Committee on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
   
Re: Proposed Agreement: Resubmission‐UCR Online Course Agreement 

(ILTI Agreement) 
 
The Committee on Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (CODEI) considered the proposed 
revisions to the UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) and did not find any 
issues related to its charge. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
March 11, 2020 

 

To: Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 

 Riverside Division 

From: Randolph C. Head, Chair  

 Committee on Courses  

 

Re: UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 

 

The Committee on Courses reviewed the UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI 

Agreement) at their March 11, 2020 meeting and recommends that the agreement be 

reviewed by lawyer so that a clear synopsis can be provided to faculty on what the 

agreement entails. The Committee believes that such a synopsis is required for committee 

member to have an informed discussion on the content of the agreement, especially 

regarding issues of intellectual property and compensation to the instructor.  

 

 



   

 
GRADUATE COUNCIL 
 
March 30, 2020 
 
 
To: Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 
 Riverside Division 

From: Jason Stajich, Chair  
 Graduate Council 
 
 
Re: [Campus Review] Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR Online Course 

Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 
 
 
The Graduate Council reviewed the revised ILTI Agreement at their March 19, 2020 
meeting. The Council would like the changes that were made from the previous proposal 
highlighted so it is clear what was revised. It does not appear section 1.1.3 was revised 
from the last version in which the Council was concerned that the language did not 
specify what might constitute a “reasonable notice” and a “timely objection.” Course 
stagnation was also raised by members as a concern in the Council’s last memo dated 
November 1, 2019 (attached), this was not addressed in the revised proposal and remains 
a concern. The Council also has concerns and would like clarification related to royalties 
and IP ownership. 

 

 



   

 
GRADUATE COUNCIL 
 
November 1, 2019 
 
 
To: Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 
 Riverside Division 

From: Jason Stajich, Chair  
 Graduate Council 
 
 
Re: Proposed Agreement: UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 
 

Graduate Council reviewed the proposed UCR Online Course Agreement at their October 
17, 2019 meeting. The concerns raised by Graduate Council’s review and discussion of 
the text follow.  

1. The committee is concerned about how content of online courses will be revisited 
to ensure they are not stagnating. For example, creators of courses may leave the 
university and then the content of these online courses may remain unchanged. If 
an online course content is to be offered again, the committee wants to be sure 
that the decision to use the content rests with the department faculty and the 
instructor of responsibility. 

2. Related to the above point, the committee is concerned about procedures for 
periodic reviews of online courses. What is the proposed procedure for review 
and who is responsible for overseeing this? How would procedures for program 
reviews be updated to reflect the need to ensure online courses are not stagnating?  

3. The committee feels that the language in section 1.1.3 on page 5 is not specific 
enough about what might constitute a “reasonable notice” and a “timely 
objection.” 

4. The committee feels that it would help to clarify what might constitute “portions 
of the course” created by The Regents, either in the agreement or in an attached 
FAQ. This would also help faculty who sign the agreement to be fully informed 
on this point. 

 

 



 
 
March 19, 2020 
 
 
To: Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 
 Riverside Division 
 

From: Leonid Pryadko  
 Committee on Library and Information Technology   
 
 
Re: 19-20. CR.  Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement ILTI Agreement 
  
The Committee on Library and Information Technology reviewed the Resubmission-
UCR Online Course Agreement ILTI Agreement and note that the committee’s original 
concerns have all been addressed and the committee has no further comments.  
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Marlan and Rosemary Bourns College of Engineering 
446 Winston Chung Hall 

900 University Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92521 

 

April 27, 2020 
 
TO:  Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 
  Academic Senate 
 
FROM:  Philip Brisk, Chair 
  BCOE Executive Committee 
 
RE: BCOE Response to Proposed UCR Online Course ILTI Agreement 
 
 
Dear Dylan, 
 
The BCOE Executive Committee reviewed the proposed UCR Online Course ILTI Agreement. We 
consulted with BCOE Faculty who have experience teaching online, especially undergraduate courses. 
 
The feedback that we received was mixed. At least one faculty member said that the revised agreement was 
perfectly acceptable. Others expressed a mix of skepticism and confusion. 
 
First and foremost, BCOE faculty are not lawyers; a general sentiment was that an independent legal 
review would be helpful; as non-lawyers, BCOE faculty who review the proposed agreement are likely to 
miss or misinterpret key differences between the original and the proposed agreement that seem small, but 
have substantial legal ramifications.  
 
Second, there was concern that no rationale for the changes were provided. While it is unfortunate that the 
UCR Division of the Academic Senate did not approve the original ILTI agreement, it is unclear how or 
why a revision to the 2014 UCOP template is warranted or needed. A justification for the revision written 
in non-legal language would be helpful.  
 
Third, the key differences to the revision, involving (1) derivative works and modifications, (2) the term of 
the agreement, and (3) the indemnification clause, seem to tilt the balance of the agreement further in favor 
of the UC/Regents, to the detriment of the interests of the Contributor. There is some concern that this 
could disincentivize potential Contributors from participating in the ILTI program. 
 
Specific to (3) the indemnification agreement, our lay interpretation is that the UC/Regents seek 
indemnification in the event that the Contributor violates copyright law. As written, it also could mean that 
disputes between the Contributor ad the University regarding interpretation of the agreement itself may not 
be allowed, as it covers "any claim... of any nature." It is possible that these types of disputes could be 
automatically exempt. An independent legal review of the document would help to clarify these, and 
potentially other, confusing points. 
 
Another request was to clarify Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 of the agreement. If a Contributor was to develop a 
lecture and the University records the lecture in their studio using University equipment, it is not 
immediately clear who "created" the content. While this clause was not changed in the revised agreement, 
we think it is valuable to point out another aspect of the agreement that is unclear to us. 



 

 
 

April 16, 2020 

 

 

 

 

To:  Senate 

 

From:  School of Business Executive Committee 

 

Re:  [Campus Review] Proposed Agreement:  Resubmission-UCR Online Course 
Agreement (ILTI Agreement): Distributed for Review: 02/19/20 

 

 

 

Please let this memo serve as an official notification that the School of Business Executive 

Committee has no opinion regarding this topic. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 

 
 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES                                                            RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521-0132 

 

 

 

 

February 27, 2020 

 

 
TO:   Dylan Rodriguez, Chair  

Academic Senate 
 
 
FROM:  Lucille Chia, Chair   

CHASS Executive Committee 
 
 
RE:  Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 

 

 
The CHASS Executive Committee discussed the Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR Online 
Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) at the regular meeting on February 26, 2020.  The Committee had 
already submitted its response on November 30, 2018 and we enclose a copy of that memo. 
 
 
 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 

 
 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES                                                            RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521-0132 

 

 

 

November 1, 2019 

 
TO:   Dylan Rodriguez, Chair  

Academic Senate 
 
 
FROM:  Lucille Chia, Chair  

CHASS Executive Committee 
 
 
RE:  [Campus Review] Proposed Agreement: UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI 

Agreement) 
 
 
The CHASS Executive Committee discussed the Proposed Agreement: UCR Online Course Agreement 
(ILTI Agreement) via email.  There were no objections and our committee approved the proposed 
agreement. 
 

 

Lucille Chia, Chair 

CHASS Executive Committee 
 
 
 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, RIVERSIDE 

 
 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES, ARTS, AND SOCIAL SCIENCES                                                            RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92521-0132 

 

 

 

 

April 15, 2020 

 
TO:   Dylan Rodriguez, Chair  

Academic Senate 
 
 
FROM:  Lucille Chia, Chair   

CHASS Executive Committee 
 
 

RE:  Amendment to CHASS EC memo on Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR 
Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 

 
The CHASS Executive Committee submits this amendment to its memo originally submitted on 
November 30, 2018 and resubmitted on February 26, 2020. Several weeks of remote teaching in 
the Spring 2020 Quarter have raised questions that may not have occurred to many of us 
previously. We welcome the statement issued on April 2, 2020 by the UC system-wide 
Academic Council that instructional materials produced during the current temporary 
circumstances due to Covid-19 emergency “are not to be used for online instruction in the 
future”.  
 
Given the uncertain length of this emergency, which may mean remote teaching continues 
through the summer, into the Fall 2020 Quarter and possibly beyond, we strongly feel that 
sections of the ILTI Agreement need to be examined more closely, with professional legal aid 
and guidance working for the instructional staff, both Senate and non-Senate members. Sections 
of the agreement, such as §1.1.3 that “grants to the Regents a non-exclusive, license to copy, 
distribute, perform, display, and create derivative works of the Course in all mediums either 
now known or developed in the future. . .” have raised grave concern among members of the 
CHASS EC. We encourage the Riverside Division of the Senate to consider most seriously the 
aid of legal counsel in these matters. 
 



	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

April 7, 2020 
	  
	  

To:  Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 
 Riverside Division 

	  
From:  Louis Santiago, Chair, Executive Committee  

 College of Natural and Agricultural Science  
	  

Re:  Resubmission of UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 
 

 
 
The CNAS Executive Committee discussed the Resubmission of UCR Online Course 
Agreement (ILTI Agreement) today. Members of the committee pointed out that 
previously there had been a discussion about the statement that UCR faculty would be 
responsible for any legal fees stemming from copyright infringement court cases. None of 
that discussion appeared here, and without a clear resolution on this, the proposal had 
limited value. Members of the committee also pointed out that given the large shift to 
remote instruction, this topic was particularly important and it is especially urgent to get 
this right.  
 



From: Joseph Kahne
To: Cherysa P Cortez
Subject: Re: Extended Deadline - [Campus Review] Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement

(ILTI Agreement)
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2020 2:44:34 PM

Thanks so much for soliciting input from the GSOE FEC.  
I shared this with our committee.  While there is concern with the lack of adequate support for
online teaching, we did not have specific feedback to this proposal.  We look forward to
hearing what other groups say.
Best,
Joe

On Tue, Apr 14, 2020 at 3:59 PM Cherysa P Cortez <cherysa.cortez@ucr.edu> wrote:

Good Afternoon,

I’m writing to provide a gentle reminder on behalf of Division Chair Rodriguez regarding
the subject item.  Please provide your committee’s response by April 27, 2020 either via
IMS or cherysac@ucr.edu. 

Academic Freedom
Executive Committee - College of Engineering
Executive Committee - Graduate School of Education
Executive Committee - School of Business
Executive Committee - School of Medicine
Executive Committee - School of Public Policy
Planning and Budget

Many thanks,

__________________________

Cherysa Cortez | 951.827.6154 | cherysac@ucr.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail communication and any attachments may contain confidential and privileged
information for the use of the designated recipients named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that you have received this communication in error and that any review, disclosure, dissemination, distribution or
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the
Academic Senate Office immediately by telephone at (951) 827-6154 or email at cherysa.cortez<at>ucr.edu and
permanently delete all copies of this communication and any attachments.

 

From: Senate <senate@ucr.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 12:29 PM
To: Genie Mulari <genie.mulari@ucr.edu>; Veronica Quesada
<veronica.quesada@ucr.edu>; Beth Beatty <beth.beatty@ucr.edu>; Sarah Miller
<sarah.miller@ucr.edu>; Leondra Michelle Jacobs <leondra.jacobs@ucr.edu>; Ana Kafie
<ana.kafie@ucr.edu>; Roderick Smith <rsmith@engr.ucr.edu>; Michelle Butler
<michelle.butler@ucr.edu>; Gabrielle Brewer <gabrielle.brewer@ucr.edu>; Teresa
Buchanan <Teresa.Buchanan@medsch.ucr.edu>; Andrea Morales
<Andrea.Morales@medsch.ucr.edu>; Jennifer Kelsheimer <jennifer.kelsheimer@ucr.edu>
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Subject: [Campus Review] Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR Online Course
Agreement (ILTI Agreement)

 

[Campus Review] Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-
UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement)

Distributed for Review: 02/19/20
Committee Due Date: 04/02/20

Please see the attached that I transmit for comment on behalf of Senate Division Chair
Dylan Rodriguez. It is the re-submitted online course license agreement proposal. If you
recall, a number of questions and concerns were raised in the previous review (December
2019). This revised proposal offers responses to those questions and concerns. Chair
Rodriguez asks that your committees please be attentive to anything in the revised proposal
that responds to issues you may have raised in the first round of consultation.

This is a draft intellectual property licensing agreement for online courses as forwarded for
review by Associate Provost Ken Baerenklau. Per the Associate Provost, this agreement
would grant the University a temporary license to use course materials developed with
exceptional University Resources. After the agreement expires, the University no longer has
a license to use the course materials. A template agreement was distributed by UCOP in
2014 (attached) and modified with input from Campus Counsel and former Senate Division
Chair Wudka. This re-submission is seeking Senate review so that it can ultimately be
finalized. A licensing agreement such as this is required for ILTI (Innovative Learning
Technology Initiative) courses and for any course materials created with the use of
Exceptional University Resources. As the Provost's Office will direct some campus lottery
funds to support more online course development beginning in Fall 2019, this type of
agreement is necessary.

Please provide your comments via IMS or senate@ucr.edu (you may cc cherysac@ucr.edu
if you'd like) by April 2, 2020. As always, any committee that considers these matters
outside its jurisdiction or charge may decline to comment.

Tasked Committees:

Academic Freedom
Academic Personnel
Courses
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Educational Policy
Executive Committee - College of Engineering

mailto:senate@ucr.edu
mailto:cherysac@ucr.edu


Executive Committee - College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
Executive Committee - College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences
Executive Committee - Graduate School of Education
Executive Committee - School of Business
Executive Committee - School of Medicine
Executive Committee - School of Public Policy
Faculty Welfare
Graduate Council
Library and Information Technology
Planning and Budget

-- 
Joseph Kahne
Dutton Presidential Chair for Education Policy and Politics
University of California, Riverside
www.civicsurvey.org
https://www.teachingchannel.org/ed4democracy
@jkahne
@Ed4Democracy
Pronouns: he, him, his

http://www.civicsurvey.org/
https://www.teachingchannel.org/ed4democracy


School of Medicine 
Division of Biomedical Sciences 
Riverside, CA, 92521 
 
 

April 12, 2020 
 
To:  Dylan Rodriquez, Ph.D., Chair, Academic Senate, UCR Division 
 
From:  Declan McCole, Ph.D., Chair, Faculty Executive Committee, UCR School of Medicine 
 
Subject: Resubmission of UCR Online Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) 
 
Dear Dylan, 

The School of Medicine Faculty Executive Committee has reviewed the resubmitted UCR Online Course 
Agreement and some outstanding concerns were noted. There was general agreement that critical 
portions of the agreement were vague and open to different interpretations that will potentially lead to 
legal complications in the future. In particular, the Committee was concerned about the vagueness of 
the distinction in Section 1 – Intellectual Property Ownership – between the portion of the Course 
owned by the Contributor and the portion owned by the Regents (Items 1.1.1 and 1.1.2). Additional 
concerns were expressed regarding these sections (Items 1.1.1 and 1.1.2) and language in the 2003  UC 
2003 Policy on Ownership of Course Materials  - Section III.A A. (Ownership of Course Materials 
Originated by Designated Instructional Appointees), which states the following: 

Except as provided below, ownership of the rights to Course Materials, including copyright, shall reside 
with the Designated Instructional Appointee who creates them. However, the University retains a fully 
paid-up, royalty-free, perpetual, and non-exclusive worldwide license to any Course Approval Documents 
for the purpose of continuing to teach the course of instruction for which the documents were prepared, 
with the non-exclusive right to revise and update them as required for this purpose. 

Overall, the Committee was of the opinion that additional clarification of the ILTI agreement is required 
to minimize disenfranchisement of faculty responsible for generating teaching materials, while also 
allowing Departments/Divisions access to those materials after the faculty member who generated 
them (the Contributor) has retired.  

 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Declan F. McCole, Ph.D. 
Chair, Faculty Executive Committee 
School of Medicine 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__copyright.universityofcalifornia.edu_resources_ownership-2Dcourse-2Dmaterials.html&d=DwMF-g&c=LsLxleeqPm1pgCNn-PN_bQ&r=hu5cxHGQiNdr2b9rY5KCZ3V2DDz7oQYzCDVNlPUVmyU&m=o96cBKuvZElYd5kftneIShU9rxaoBo0SBbnGhfN1t-4&s=lntFKCNMAIJ_ZJIbj8QCHTxjK7PseOoaZc-sA4e1Qt4&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__copyright.universityofcalifornia.edu_resources_ownership-2Dcourse-2Dmaterials.html&d=DwMF-g&c=LsLxleeqPm1pgCNn-PN_bQ&r=hu5cxHGQiNdr2b9rY5KCZ3V2DDz7oQYzCDVNlPUVmyU&m=o96cBKuvZElYd5kftneIShU9rxaoBo0SBbnGhfN1t-4&s=lntFKCNMAIJ_ZJIbj8QCHTxjK7PseOoaZc-sA4e1Qt4&e=


 
PLANNING & BUDGET 
 

 

May 4, 2020 
 
 
 
To:            Dylan Rodriguez, Chair 

Riverside Division 

From:  Harry Tom, Chair  
Committee on Planning and Budget 

 

 
 

Re: Proposed Agreement: Resubmission-UCR Online Course Agreement 
(ILTI Agreement) 

 
 

The Committee on Planning & Budget (P&B) reviewed the Resubmission of the UCR Online 
Course Agreement (ILTI Agreement) at their March 31, 2020 meeting. P&B would like to 
call attention to the compensation faculty receive for intellectual property, the committee 
feels the compensation should be proportional to its usage throughout UC and off-campuses. 
The committee also feels online learning should primarily be used where it is needed most 
(impacted majors/courses). Finally, concern was expressed for TAs – will TAs be used for 
these courses? If so, who will supervise the TAs?  
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